A WELL DESERVED Desire

Alto decor & Figaro
66” x 34”

Ambient light and chromotherapy
Heated backrest and headrest
Acrylic resin handles
Remote control

www.sherlic.com
**ALTO DECORATION 66”x 34”x 18”**

Alto is a comfortable acrylic resin bathtub with armrests. Thanks to its central drain, two people can be seated comfortably.

**Capacity:**
36 gallons

**Whirlpool:**
6 conventional jets or
10 secured micro-jets,
rotary or regular

**Therapeutic:**
14 econo injectair nozzles or
14 injectair plus nozzles

**Supra:**
49 air jets
(7 back seat, 42 around jets)
(1 blower, 1 control and 1 volume
control for dorsal jets)

**Supra Plus:**
61 air jets
(7 back seat, 42 around jets, 12 bottom
jets) (2 blowers, 1 control and 1 volume
control for dorsal jets)

**Options:**
Ambient light
Chromotherapy
Heated backrest and headrest
(Not available on Supra and Supra Plus)
Acrylic resin handles
Remote control for injectair
and combine bathtub

---

**FIGARO 66”x 34”x 19”**

Figaro is a 5½ foot bathtub. It is comfortable and has armrests as well as lumbar support. The faucet deck is accessible and offers several options. It is equipped with a lip around its contour to prevent water from spilling out of the bathtub.

**Capacity:**
39 gallons

**Whirlpool:**
6 conventional jets or
10 secured micro-jets,
rotary or regular

**Therapeutic:**
14 econo injectair nozzles or
14 injectair plus nozzles

**Supra:**
49 air jets
(7 back seat, 42 around jets)
(1 blower, 1 control and 1 volume
control for dorsal jets)

**Supra Plus:**
61 air jets
(7 back seat, 42 around jets, 12 bottom
jets) (2 blowers, 1 control and 1 volume
control for dorsal jets)

**Options:**
Ambient light
Chromotherapy
Heated backrest and headrest
(Not available on Supra and Supra Plus)
Acrylic resin handles
Remote control for injectair
and combine bathtub
Finish lip
34” Parisian shower door

Injectair and Supra baths have a water sensor that activates the drying cycle.
Technical drawings page 63.